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We study the coupling of internal electronic excitations to vibrational modes of the external
motion of ultracold atoms in an optical lattice. For different ground and excited state potentials the
on-site coupling of excitations and vibrations term renormalizes the effective electronic transition
energy, which appears e.g. in clock transitions. In addition in the Mott state with filling factor
one, the dipole-dipole coupling between neighbouring sites includes emission and absorption of
vibrational quanta. Such processes create a significant mechanism for excitation of vibrations leading
to motional heating of the lattice atoms by resonant light interaction. We calculate estimates of the
corresponding parameters from a perturbation expansion in small atomic displacements.

PACS numbers: 37.10.Jk, 42.50.-p, 71.35.-y

Since the theoretical prediction of the superfluid to
the Mott insulator quantum phase transition in a sys-
tem of ultracold boson atoms in an optical lattice [1],
and after their experimental realization [2], the interest
in such a system prolongs into new directions. The opti-
cal lattice is formed by standing waves of counter prop-
agating laser beams with lattice constant of half laser
wave length, into which the ultracold atoms are loaded.
Varying the laser intensity and thus increasing the lattice
depth the superfluid-Mott insulator phase transition can
be achieved and is well described by the Bose-Hubbard
model [1]. In the Mott insulator phase a fixed number
of atoms per site is obtained. For deep optical potentials
the on-site potential is harmonic to a good approxima-
tion and the lowest motional states are quantized oscil-
lator states. It is known that transitions of the atoms
between these vibrational states are induced e.g. by in-
elastic Raman scattering of light or via scattering interac-
tions during atom hopping among different sites [3]. Here
we study an alternative possibility of coupling of internal
atomic energy to the external motion via dipole-dipole
interactions.

For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to two-
level atoms close to T = 0 in a deep optical lattice pre-
pared in the Mott insulator phase with one atom per site.
Ground and excited state optical lattice potentials are as-
sumed to posses minima at the same positions but with
different depth. In this limit vibrational excitations are
localized near these minima. During the relevant time
scales atoms will not hop from site to site and only in-
teract via dipole-dipole interactions.

In previous work we already studied collective elec-
tronic excitations (excitons [4]) in such a system [5] or
its analogue with two atoms per site [6]. For identical
ground and upper state potentials the atoms will stay lo-
calized in the lowest vibrational state, i.e. the first Bloch
band. As no overlaps exist between atomic wavefunc-
tions at different sites, an internal electronic excitation
can only transfer through the lattice due to electrostatic
interactions, e.g. resonance dipole-dipole interactions,

where an excited atom jumps to the ground state and
another atom-site is simultaneously excited. Using the
lattice symmetry an excitation can be represented in the
quasi-momentum space by a wave which propagates in
the lattice. These energy waves are called excitons which
instead of a discrete atomic energy state cover a finite ex-
citon energy band. Scattering of such excitons off lattice
defects is studied in [7].

In an ideal lattice with identical upper and lower state
potentials one can restrict the exciton dynamics to the
lowest band. However, in more realistic optical lat-
tices, dynamical excitation of atoms to higher vibrational
states (bands) will occur. In the present work we thus
include higher vibrational states in the dynamics of the
collective electronic excitations. These are coupled by
imperfections as e.g. differences in the upper and lower
state optical potential, which results in a finite overlap
between the on site wavefunctions of states with differ-
ent band index. We derive estimates for this coupling
between the atom internal electronic excitations and the
atom external vibrational states in perturbation theory.

Due to the similarity between optical lattices in the
Mott insulator phase and molecular crystals, the general
formalism adopted here is in the spirit of the coupling of
Frenkel excitons and optical phonons in molecular crys-
tals [8, 9]. In details, however, some caution is needed
to identify the correct physical analogies between optical
phonons in molecular crystals and the vibrational states
in optical lattices. The latter are largely analogous to
on-site localized acoustic phonons. In our case the in-
teraction comprises two parts, the on-site part which
gives strong excitation-vibration coupling and the trans-
fer part, which is mediated by dipole-dipole coupling and
can be treated in the perturbation theory. Still we found
that this weak coupling creates an important mechanism
for the emission and absorption of vibrational states.

Lets now come to a mathematical model. Effectively,
the electronic excitations for ultracold atoms of an optical
lattice in the Mott insulator phase can be represented by
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the Hamiltonian

H =
∑

i

~ (ωe
i − ωg

i ) B†
iBi +

∑

i,j

~Jij B†
iBj , (1)

where B†
i , Bi are the creation and annihilation opera-

tors of an excitation at position i, and the i summation
is over the lattice sites. The internal atomic transition
frequency at site i is ωe

i − ωg
i , where we will use the ap-

proximations ωλ
i = ωλ +Dλ(Rλ

i ) for the ground and ex-
cited state energies (λ = e, g). Dλ(Rλ

i ) is the deviation
in the internal state energy due to the on-site atomic
vibration, and ωλ is the atom vibration-free frequency.
Here Rλ

i is the average shift of the atomic position at
site i in the λ internal state. For small shifts it can be
approximated as Rλ

i = ni + uλ
i , where ni is the atomic

equilibrium position in the lowest vibrational state and
uλ
i is the average deviation due to the excitation of the

atom to higher vibrational states.
As shown before an internal electronic excitation can

be exchanged among atoms at different sites i and j,
which is induced by dipole-dipole interactions and can
be parametrized by a coupling integral Jij . It is now
essential to note that this coupling depends on the atomic
shifts uλ

i and thus on the local vibrational excitation. As
long as uλ

i is a small deviation relative to ni, which is the
case for the lowest vibrational modes, to first order in this
small perturbation we can split the Hamiltonian in the
form H = Hex+Hvib+Hex−vib. Here Hex is the internal
excitation Hamiltonian, which is obtained for atoms in
the ground vibrational states, Hvib is the atom vibration
Hamiltonian, for excited and ground state atoms, and the
coupling Hamiltonian Hex−vib is derived perturbatively
for atoms excited to higher vibrational states.
To the lowest order, for atoms in the ground vibra-

tional states, we thus get

Hex =
∑

i

~ωa B†
iBi +

∑

i,j

~J0
ij B†

iBj , (2)

where the atomic transition frequency ωa = ωe
i − ωg

i is
the same at each site, and J0

ij is the transfer parameter
among atoms in the lowest vibrational states. The Hamil-
tonian can be diagonalize by using the transformation
into the quasi-momentum space Bi = 1√

N

∑

k e
ik·niBk,

where N is the number of sites, and k is the wave vector.
We obtain the exciton Hamiltonian [5]

Hex =
∑

k

~ω(k) B†
kBk, (3)

where the exciton dispersion is ω(k) = ωa +
∑

L J(L)eik·L, with L = ni − nj . For the case of 1D
we have k = (2πn)/(Na), where a is the lattice con-
stant, and n = 0,±1, · · · ,±N/2. For energy transfer
only among nearest neighbors with parameter J ≡ J0,
the dispersion is given by ω(k) = ωa + 2J cos ka. The

dipole-dipole interaction between atoms at nearest neigh-
bor sites is

~J =
µ2

(

1− 3 cos2 θ
)

4πǫ0a3
, (4)

where µ is the atomic transition dipole, and θ is the angle
between the transition dipole and the lattice direction.
The vibrational states of atoms at the ground and ex-

cited states are described by the harmonic Hamiltonian

Hvib =
∑

i

~ωg
v b†ibi +

∑

i

~ωe
v c†i ci, (5)

where ωg
v and ωe

v are the vibration frequency for ground

and excited state atoms, respectively. b†i , bi and c†i , ci
are the creation and annihilation operators of a vibra-
tion mode at site i for ground and excited state atoms,
respectively. The atomic displacement operators are

ûg
i =

√

~

2mωg
v

(

bi + b†i

)

, ûe
i =

√

~

2mωe
v

(

ci + c†i

)

, (6)

where m is the atomic mass.
To first order in the perturbation series with re-

spect to uλ
i , we get the excitation-vibration coupling by

the Hamiltonian Hex−vib = HI
ex−vib + HII

ex−vib, where

HI
ex−vib is for the on-site part, and HII

ex−vib for the trans-
fer part. The on-site part is given by

HI
ex−vib =

∑

i

~

[

M e
i

(

ci + c†i

)

−Mg
i

(

bi + b†i

)]

B†
iBi,

(7)
where the coupling parameter is

Mλ
i =

√

~

2mωλ
v

{

∂Dλ(Rλ
i )

∂uλ
i

}

uλ
i
=0

, (8)

which is related to the slope of Dλ(Rλ
i ). As Dλ(Rλ

i ) is
a function of the atomic wave function at site i and in
a fixed Bloch band, the parameter Mλ

i is related to the
correlations between atomic wave functions at the initial
and the final Bloch bands. The transfer part is given by

HII
ex−vib =

∑

i,j

~

[

F ei
ij c†i + F gi

ij bi

+ F ej
ij cj + F gj

ij b†j

]

B†
iBj , (9)

where the coupling parameter is

Fλi
ij =

√

~

2mωλ
v

{

∂Jij

∂uλ
i

}

uλ
i
=0

, (10)

which is related to the deviation in Jij .
In the strong on-site excitation-vibration coupling

regime, namely in the limit of Mλ
i ≫ Fλi

ij , we can apply
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the canonical transformation [10] Õ = eσ̂Oe−σ̂, where

σ̂ = ŝ B†
iBi, with ŝ =

[

M
g

i

ω
g
v

(

b†i − bi

)

−
Me

i

ωe
v

(

c†i − ci

)]

,

to get b̃i = bi −
M

g

i

ω
g
v

B†
iBi and c̃i = ci +

Me
i

ωe
v

B†
iBi,

and with B̃i = BiX̂, where X̂ = e−ŝ. The new ex-
citation represents an electronic excitation dressed by
a cloud of on-site vibrations and can be considered
as an excitation-polaron. Furthermore, we assume the
excitation-vibration coupling parameters to be site inde-
pendent, by defining Mλ ≡ Mλ

i and Fλ
ij ≡ Fλi

ij . In terms
of the new operators, the excitation Hamiltonian reads

Hex =
∑

i

~ω0 B̃†
i B̃i +

∑

i,j

~J0
ij B̃†

i B̃j , (11)

where ω0 = ωa − ∆, with ∆ = Mg 2

ω
g
v

+ Me 2

ωe
v

. In this

limit the effect of the on-site excitation-vibration cou-
pling is to renormalize the excitation transition energy
by an energy shift of ∆, where ωa ≫ ∆, and which
needs to be considered in the clock state transition energy
[11]. The vibration Hamiltonian is now given by Hvib =
∑

i ~ω
g
v b̃†i b̃i+

∑

i ~ω
e
v c̃†i c̃i. The excitation-vibration cou-

pling Hamiltonian of the transfer part, which is consid-
ered as a perturbation part, is written as

Hex−vib =
∑

i,j

~

[

F e
ij

(

c̃†i + c̃j

)

+ F g
ij

(

b̃i + b̃†j

)]

B̃†
i B̃j .

(12)
This term describes emission and absorption of vibra-
tions, and which induced by excitation transfer among
different sites. The four processes are plotted in figures
(1-4). The processes show emission and absorption of a
vibration due to the excitation transfer among nearest
neighbor sites. Process I show emission of ground state
vibration at site j, and process II emission of excited state
vibration at site i. While process III show absorption of
ground state vibration at site i, and process IV absorp-
tion of excited state vibration at site j. The discussion
is limited here to the first order of the perturbation se-
ries, where the emission and absorption processes are be-
tween the ground and the first excited vibrational state
with a single vibrational quanta. Higher orders include
processes with more than a single vibrational quanta.
The excitation-vibration coupling energy for the case

of dipole-dipole interaction in 1D, and for only nearest
neighbors, is given by

~Fλ =

√

~

2mωλ
v

3µ2
(

3 cos2 θ − 1
)

4πǫ0a4
. (13)

In figure (5) we plot the energy transfer ~J and the above
coupling ~F as a function of the angle θ. We used the
typical numbers µ = 2 eÅ, a = 2000 Å, mc2 = 1012 eV ,
and ~ωv = 10−9 eV . In this case we have J ≫ F , and
they have an opposite sign, with a crossover at θ ≈ 54.7.
The ratio between the two parameters is F/J = 3ā/a,
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FIG. 1: Process I for F
g

ij B̃
†
i B̃j b̃

†
j , emission of ground state

vibration at site j.
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FIG. 2: Process II for F e
ij B̃

†
i B̃j c̃

†
i , emission of excited state

vibration at site i.

with the vibration average length ā =
√

~

2mωv
, where

here we have F/J ≈ 0.1. For the emission and absorption
processes through the excitation transfer to take place,
the excitation transfer time needs to be larger than the
excited state life time.
The Hamiltonian in terms of transformed operators

can be cast into the momentum space representation.
The excitation Hamiltonian, as before, casts into the
exciton Hamiltonian Hex =

∑

k ~ω(k) B̃†
kB̃k. The

vibration Hamiltonian, even though represents on-site
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FIG. 3: Process III for F
g

ij B̃
†
i B̃j b̃i, absorption of ground

state vibration at site i.
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FIG. 4: Process IV for F e
ij B̃

†
i B̃j c̃j , absorption of excited

state vibration at site j.
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FIG. 5: The energy transfer ~J and the coupling ~F vs. the
angle θ.

localized vibrations, can be transformed formally into
the momentum space, by applying the transformations
b̃i = 1√

N

∑

q e
iq·ni b̃q, and c̃i = 1√

N

∑

q e
iq·ni c̃q, to get

Hvib =
∑

q ~ω
g
v b̃†qb̃q+

∑

q ~ω
e
v c̃†qc̃q, which have flat dis-

persions, namely q-independent. The exciton-vibration
coupling now reads

Hex−vib =
∑

k,q

~

{

F e(k+ q) c̃q + F g(k) b̃q

+ F e(k) c̃†−q + F g(k+ q) b̃†−q

}

B̃†
k+qB̃k,

(14)

where Fλ(k) = 1√
N

∑

L Fλ(L)eik·L. In assuming trans-

fer among only nearest neighbor sites we get Fλ(k) =
2√
N
Fλ cos ka. The Hamiltonian Hex−vib describes scat-

tering of excitons between different wave vectors by the
emission and absorption of a vibration. Such a process is
possible in the limit of J ≫ ωλ

v , where the exciton band
width is larger than the vibration energy. The scattering
conserves energy and momentum, and as the vibration
dispersion is a flat one, the vibration can absorb any mo-
mentum amount of the exciton. The exciton transition
rate off a spontaneous emission is wλ

k = 2π
~

|~Fλ(k)|2,
which results of the Fermi golden rule.

In the case in which the ground and excited state opti-
cal lattice potentials are approximately identical, we have
almost identical ground and excited vibrational states,
then we have De(Re

i ) − Dg(Rg
i ) ≈ 0. Now, the on-site

and the transfer parts of the excitation-vibration cou-
pling need to be treated as perturbations, and in the limit
of Mλ

i ≪ Fλi
ij we can consider only the transfer part. In

this case no significant on-site excitation-vibration cou-
pling exists, and no shift in the transition energy is ob-
tained. We can use exactly the previous derivation for
the transfer part of the excitation-vibration coupling.

In a summary we analysed a new mechanism for the
coupling of different vibrational states in optical lat-
tices, mediated via internal electronic excitations. Us-
ing perturbation theory an effective explicit form of this
excitation-vibration interaction is derived and shows that
this coupling can be stronger than other known mecha-
nisms via tunneling and scattering interactions. The on-
site part of the excitation-vibration coupling is treated
in the strong coupling regime, and results in a renor-
malization of the atomic transition energy, which is of
importance for clock states. While, the energy transfer
part is treated in the perturbation theory, and results
in the emission and absorption of a single vibrational
quanta accompanied by the excitation transfer among
nearest neighbor sites. While the mechanism is most
prominent for resonant light interaction as used in atomic
lattice clocks, it will remain present even for stronger de-
tuned light, which is often used to manipulate and control
atomic dynamics in such lattices. Naturally the exciton-
vibration interaction will serve as an important source for
relaxation of collective electronic excitations (excitons)
towards lower energies of the exciton band and thermal
equilibrium in optical lattices.
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